Gut microbiome and aging: Physiological and mechanistic insights
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Abstract. The development of human gut microbiota begins as soon as the neonate leaves the protective environment of the uterus (or maybe in-utero) and is exposed to innumerable microorganisms from the mother as well as the surrounding environment. Concurrently, the host responses to these microbes during early life manifest during the development of an otherwise hitherto immature immune system. The human gut microbiome, which comprises an extremely diverse and complex community of microorganisms inhabiting the intestinal tract, keeps on fluctuating during different stages of life. While these deviations are largely natural, inevitable and benign, recent studies show that unsolicited perturbations in gut microbiota configuration could have strong impact on several features of host health and disease. Our microbiota undergoes the most prominent deviations during infancy and old age and, interestingly, our immune health is also in its weakest and most unstable state during these two critical stages of life, indicating that our microbiota and health develop and age hand-in-hand. However, the mechanisms underlying these interactions are only now beginning to be revealed. The present review summarizes the evidences related to the age-associated changes in intestinal microbiota and vice-versa, mechanisms involved in this bidirectional relationship, and the prospective for development of microbiota-based interventions such as probiotics for healthy aging.
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Abbreviations

5-HT 5-hydroxytryptamine
AMP antimicrobial peptides
CNS central nervous system
CRP C-reactive protein
DC dendritic cells
1. Introduction

Aging is a highly complex process affecting a wide array of physiological, genomic, metabolic, and immunological functions [1, 2]. For decades, it has been known that the aging process involves attenuation of the host’s ability to sustain a robust and efficient immune response and metabolic health. However, only recently have progresses in cellular and molecular research enabled us to more clearly understand the various core mechanisms and hallmarks (e.g., senescence i.e., the progressive impairment of cellular/physiological functionalities) that underlie the complex processes of age-associated disturbances in immune system such as inflammation and metabolic dysfunctions. Indeed, these disturbances may be one of the primary risk factors for age-related increased predisposition to various chronic maladies including cardiovascular disorders, infections, bowel diseases, autoimmune diseases, cancers, diabetes, obesity and neurodegenerative diseases [2]. As a result, aging research has experienced an extraordinary progress over recent years, particularly with the speculations that the process of aging could be controlled by maintaining the homeostasis of various genetic, biochemical and immunological processes [3]. Interestingly, many clinical issues, such as concomitant exposure to multiple drugs/antibiotics, dietary modifications and constipation, that generally accompany senescence are also closely correlated with perturbations in gut microbiome composition and functions [4]. Given that the gut microbiome is closely associated with several features of gut barrier integrity, intestinal pro- and anti-inflammatory balance, immune and cardio-metabolic health, and gut-brain axis [5, 6], these old-age-related clinical issues could clearly contribute to the increased predisposition to various infectious and gut-associated diseases by causing alterations in the microbiota of elderly people (Fig. 1). In a nutshell, these evidences suggest that the gut microbiota may be associated with inflammaging and age-related chronic health conditions, and hence could be exploited as a putative target to ameliorate the aging process [7, 8].

The recent advent of high-throughput gene sequencing tools has also revealed that our genome encompasses an almost equivalent number of human (eukaryotic) and microbial (prokaryotic) genes [9], thereby instigating a paradigm shift for microbiome-targeted prognostic, diagnostic as well as therapeutic medicine. Notably, genomic instability is a common denominator of senescence [1, 8, 10]; however, we still do not have a complete understanding of the mechanisms underlying the aging-mediated changes in the gut microbiome configurations, or whether these microbial changes are the cause or consequence of senescence. In these contexts, we herein aim to present an overview of the features of the gut microbiome that have been implicated in the process of human aging. To accomplish this, we have ontologically divided the review into: (a) a brief outline of the gut microbiota development; (b) an overview of age-induced changes in the microbiota; (c) a discussion of potential implication of microbiota changes in the senescence of immune and inflammatory health; and (d) an outline of potential microbiota-targeted therapies for amelioration of human aging. We finally
conclude with a discussion of the prospective implications of this age-associated alternations in the gut microbiota, with specific regard to ameliorating the senescence and postponing the ill-health of old-age in order to improve the human health and disease in old-age.

2. Development of human gut microbiota: Who’s born first, baby or its microbiome?

The microbial colonization of the human gut begins at birth and immediately thereafter; but some recent studies reporting the presence of bacteria in placenta, amniotic cavity, umbilical cord, and meconium have suggested that the dynamic and complex process of infant microbiota colonization may have already started in-utero [11–18]. In any case, it is well acknowledged that the foundational microbiota configuration keeps on fluctuating markedly during infancy, especially during the first three years, until finally settling into a somewhat stable structure resembling that of adult-microbiota [15–23]. The composition of this primitive intestinal microbiota is influenced by various elements, such as mode of delivery and feeding, antibiotic exposure, maternal diet and microbiota, surrounding environment [16, 17, 20–22, 24–26] (Fig. 2). It has been reported that vaginally delivered babies have an early and enriched colonization of lactobacilli, bacteroides, and Prevotella which are mostly acquired from maternal vaginal and fecal microbiota during birth; whereas cesarean-born infants have a delayed or lower carriage of bacteroides, bifidobacteria, and lactobacilli and are more often colonized with Clostridium (C.) difficile, C. perfringens, and Escherichia (E.) coli [15, 17, 20–22, 24, 27]. Also, infants treated with antibiotics are found to have lower carriage of lactobacilli, bifidobacteria, and enterococci [22, 24]. However, differences in the microbiota of cesarean-born infants can be ascribed to the overlapping effects of several factors such as evaded contact with mother’s vaginal and fecal microbiota, longer stay in the hospital, more chances of acquiring ‘hospital’ microflora, longer antibiotic regimen. After birth, the mode of feeding is another important factor impacting the gut microbiota development. While breast-fed babies are found to have more bifidobacteria, lactobacilli, staphylococci, and streptococci; formula-fed infants show higher colonization of

![Fig. 2. Age-related changes in the human gut microbial ecosystem, and potential factors that could affect microbiota composition at different stages of life. α-diversity: species (taxa) richness within a single host/microbial environment; β-diversity: diversity in microbial community (taxonomic abundance profiles) between different environments/samples) [4, 23, 31, 34, 73].](image-url)
Bacteroides, clostridia and proteobacteria [22, 28]. However, these differences begin to diminish and the overall gut microbiota composition starts getting relatively stable at weaning i.e. after introducing solid foods in babies’ diet [20, 21, 28]. Nevertheless, from this stage onwards, diet becomes the major factor that strongly influences the subsequent maturation and maintenance of gut microbiota configuration throughout the lifespan [29, 30] (Fig. 2).

3. Gut microbiota and senescence: Growing older together

Gut microbes do not age per se, but the incidences of comorbidities associated with gut microbiota tend to increase as the host grows older [8, 31]; even though it remains unclear whether microbiota alterations are cause or consequence of host aging (Fig. 2). It is found that elder people have a different gut microbiota profile compared to healthy adults, and this difference could be attributed to several reasons associated with senescence, such as changed lifestyle and dietary schedule, lesser mobility, weakened immune strength, reduced intestinal and overall functionality, altered gut morphology and physiology, recurrent infections, hospitalizations, and use of medications, etc. [23, 32–36] (Figs. 1 and 2). Generally, the diversity of gut microbiota and the carriage of commensals such as bacteroides, bifidobacteria and lactobacilli are found to be reduced while the levels of opportunists such as enterobacteria, C. perfringens and C. difficile are increased in elderly [23, 33, 36–41]. However, these aging-associated changes in the gut microbiota may vary according to the geographical location since dissimilar results have been observed in elderly populations from different locations [40, 42–45]. While it remains unknown if this gut dysbiosis is a cause or consequence of aging and senescence-associated inflammatory disorders; it has been hinted that gut microbiota homeostasis is crucial for healthy aging and hence restoration of this homeostasis might be supportive for human longevity [8, 35, 46]. Nevertheless, given that the gut microbiota has a strong impact on numerous aspects of host health and that the aberrations in the microbiota diversity and functionality are associated with various inflammatory conditions, it appears plausible to look at the human biology from a microbiota perspective as well and to envisage certain microbiota deviations as hallmarks of aging process.

Besides microbiota diversity, reduced microbiota-related metabolic capacity, such as lower short-chain fatty acids (SCFAs) levels, in old age may also be associated with aging-related maladies such as irregular bowel transit, reduced appetite, frailty, weight loss, cognitive decline, hypertension, vitamin D deficiency, diabetes, arthritis, sarcopenia, etc. [47–50]. Given that the gut commensal bacteria have significant influence on host nutrition and metabolism and that the microbiota-derived metabolites viz. SCFAs are readily absorbed in the plasma of the host via the intestinal epithelium, it can also be speculated that gut microbiota-derived metabolites may have important effect on human longevity [51–54]. One fascinating example of microbiota-metabolite-mediated effect on longevity is Metformin, the most commonly prescribed treatment for metabolic disease, which has also received attention as a prospective anti-aging or pro-longevity molecule [1, 55]. Intriguingly, this pro-longevity effect has been found to be indirectly mediated by its influence on bacteria [56], specifically involving the suppression of bacterial folate metabolism [1, 57]; thereby highlighting the importance of exploring the possible pro-longevity effect of such drugs and also elucidating how microbiota and microbial-metabolites play a role in antiaging effects [58]. In addition, elderly people have elevated serum levels of IL-6 and CRP [59]. Interestingly, maintaining a balanced nutrition and physical activity has been found to be beneficial for cognitive decline, sarcopenia, weight loss, and other maladies related to aging [60, 61], further hinting at the potential of gut microbiota-metabolite-based interventions for healthier aging.

4. Aging of the microbiota-immune interface: An intimate affair

The gut microbiota plays a central role in various host physiological functions including degradation of fibrous foods, energy supply and harvest, lipid storage and metabolism, synthesis of vitamins, suppression of harmful bacteria and maintenance of intestinal barrier integrity [62]. It is also well established that intestinal microbiota plays a vital role in the development and expansion of gut mucosal and systemic immune system [63, 64]. In fact, the intestinal mucosa is the largest surface area of human body which comes in direct contact with the foreign/environmental antigens. The immune cells of mucosal immune system – which is stretched throughout the length
of gastrointestinal tract – harbor a wide array of pattern-recognition receptors (e.g. Toll-like receptors) and are in active cross-talk with the rest of immune system through the local mesenteric lymph nodes [63]. The gut mucosa-associated immune system performs several important functions of which the most important ones are (a) tolerating the overlapping microbiota thereby preventing any harmful induction of systemic immune responses, and (b) controlling the overall gut microbiota thereby preventing the unsolicited growth of microorganisms and their translocation to other bodily locations [65–67]. The role of gut microbiota in immune development and functions has been revealed in several studies on germ-free animal models. It has been shown that the numbers and populations of several important immune cells are reduced, and several local and systemic lymphoid structures are impaired in germ-free animals [68]. Treating germ-free animals with specific bacteria or bacterial components has been found to restore the development of various important immune cells [69]. Specific bacteria belonging to Bacteroides and Lactobacillus have also been revealed to participate in the regulation of Th17 cells [70] and dendritic cells [71], respectively. Interestingly, it has also been discovered that the phenotypes of majority of gut mucosa-associated immune cells are different from systemic immune cells, even if these are of same lineage [72], which might possibly be a natural physiological mechanism required for supporting a more tolerogenic gut environment (Fig. 3A).

Although the evidences of direct association between gut microbiota and host chronological aging are still limited [8, 36, 73], but a reduced gut microbiota diversity has been speculated to be associated with increased old-age frailty [23, 31, 74, 75]. Another observation supporting the link between gut microbiota and immunity, especially in old age, can also be supported by the observations that the intestinal commensal bacteria (e.g. bifidobacteria, lactobacilli, bacteriodes) generally found to be reduced in aged people, that maintain immune tolerance in the gut [34, 76]. Whereas most of the opportunistic bacteria whose number are generally elevated with age are known to stimulate intestinal inflammation [77, 78]. Together, these observations again hint that maintaining the gut microbiota homeostasis could be beneficial for maintaining gut and overall health, whereas perturbations in gut microbiota could upset several features of host health [7, 8, 74, 75, 79] (Fig. 3B).

Our microbiota influences various features of not only our intestinal but also systemic immune and inflammatory components [80], suggesting that age-related deteriorations in immune-modulatory status (the so-called immune-aging or immune-senescence or inflammaging) [81]. For example, increased levels of TNF, IL-6 and IL-8 in old-age may be associated with changes in gut microbiota [34, 82, 83]. Nevertheless, it still remains to be deciphered if these associations are direct or indirect, or if age-related alterations in microbiota cause immune-senescence or it’s the other way around (Fig. 2). However, it can be speculated that the gut epithelium that acts as a barrier between gut microbes and systemic circulation, might be playing a role in the association of microbiota and inflammaging [84, 85]. For example, declined integrity of intestinal epithelium in old age could instigate more leakage of gut bacteria in the systemic circulation eventually leading to an increased antigenic load and systemic immune activation which might represent a hallmark of old-age ailments including autoimmune disorders, liver disease, and cardiovascular and neurologic conditions [36, 86–88] (Fig. 3).

5. Gut microbiome and aging-related metabolic diseases

With an aging population worldwide, the prevalence of metabolic diseases has also radically increased. Dysbiosis in gut microbiome and microbial metabolites is known to be associated with aberrations of gut barrier integrity and enhanced pro-inflammatory cytokines; and all these elements can also potentially or partly underlie the pathogenesis and progression of various metabolic diseases that are prevalent in old people such as adiposity, insulin resistance, fatty liver and hepatic steatosis, atherosclerosis, cardiovascular diseases, and diminished motor activity [53, 89]. Alterations in the aging gut microbiome can also impact gut-brain axis thereby hampering neural, endocrine, nutrient, and immunological signals between gut and brain via enteric nervous system (ENS) and could play a role in diseases of the central nervous system (CNS) such as multiple sclerosis, autism, depression, anxiety [90, 91]. Such aging-associated alterations in gut microbiome may not necessarily be triggered by aging, but they might be linked with the common deterioration in the health status accompanied by malnutrition and inclined need for medications
Fig. 3. Features of the homeostatic intestinal environment (eubiosis) (A), and how a perturbed microbiota (dysbiosis) and gut barrier may instigate aging-related maladies (B). Under homeostatic conditions (eubiosis), the epithelial cells produce antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) in response to interleukins (e.g. IL-22) and also express pattern recognition receptors (e.g. Toll-like receptors; TLR). The gut microbes regulate mucous secretion and AMPs production and also regulate/enhance the gut barrier integrity via producing short-chain fatty acids (SCFAs). Goblet cells produce mucus to constrain pathobiont invasion. Lymphoid cells (e.g. TH17 cells) play a role in host defense by producing controlled arrays of IL-22. Dendritic cells (DCs) induce the activation and differentiation of naive B cells to produce plasma cells that produce commensal-specific IgA in the lamina propria. IgA is transported into the gut lumen as secreted IgA (sIgA) via (polymeric immunoglobulin receptor pIgR) receptors, where after sIgA binds to commensal microbes and soluble antigens, thereby restraining their adherence to the host epithelium and leakage through the gut barrier. However, under dysbiosis and/or senescent milieus, the altered microbiota composition and weakened/perturbed gut permeability may lead to increased adherence and leakage of various microbes and microbial by-products through the gut barrier thereby instigating hyper-inflammatory responses eventually increasing the host susceptibility to various gut-related as well as systemic ailments via perturbations in the magnitude of gut-brain axis, gut-liver axis etc. [7, 36, 63, 84, 124, 127, 128, 132, 133, 147].

including non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, antibiotics etc. Several studies have speculated that the loss of microbiome diversity is rather correlated with aging-related frailty than with chronological age per se [31, 92]. The age-related perturbations in the gut microbiome are also shown to be an important contributing factor of age-associated pathological states such as chronic inflammation [93], neurodegeneration [94], diabetes [95], non-alcoholic fatty liver disease and cardiovascular disease [96]. The mechanisms by which the gut microbiome may favorably influence host aging are now being intensively studied while exploring safe and effective approaches (such as dietary therapies including probiotics, fiber ingredients, nutraceuticals and others) to improve/restore gut eubiosis for better health. Among these mechanisms, the direct modulation of gut microbiome that could diminish inflammatory responses and ameliorate adaptive immune responses is major pathway to stabilize immunosenescence. Other mechanisms purportedly facilitating these effects include augmentation of antioxidant activity, regulation of host fat deposition and metabolism, suppression of insulin resistance, improvement of mucosal barrier integrity and immune homeostasis, elevated production of SCFAs, alleviating gut
peptides involved in lipid metabolism and glucose homeostasis, and also up-regulation of particular genes involved in xenobiotic metabolism [92].

6. Enteric nervous system in relation to host senescence

The ENS is made up of the extensive network of morphologically and functionally diverse subpopulations of neurons that are clustered into the networks of small ganglia and are dispersed profusely across the length of the gastro-intestinal tract membrane. ENS is undoubtedly the largest and the most complex component of the peripheral nervous system in the human body [67, 97]. Indeed, enteric neurons play a vital regulating role in many gastro-intestinal functions such as the synchronization of activities of other intestinal cells, features of the gut motility, intestinal nutrient absorption, and cellular secretory functions i.e. mucous and gut hormones [67, 98, 99]. It is now well-known that the mammalian ENS undergoes remarkable developmental alterations post-birth and continues to go through modifications during the developmental stages of host life while maintaining a plasticity in terms of its pathophysiological functions [90, 98, 100, 101]. Hence, it is reasonable to hypothesize that the enteric nervous system undergoes some degenerative changes in line with the changes in the host physiology, metabolism, microbiota and immune system during aging (Fig. 4). Several studies have pondered upon this association.

![Fig. 4. Schematic illustration of putative pathway(s) by which aging-related alterations in gut microbiome and enteric-neuro-endocrine system may affect brain health via deteriorated gut-brain communication signaling. In healthy adult host, the balanced gut microbiome configuration and intestinal barrier integrity help in maintaining balanced arrays of microbes, microbial by-products (e.g. short-chain fatty acids; SCFAs) and other entities such as neurotransmitters across the gut wall thereby maintaining a balanced enteric-immune and -inflammatory system through controlled proliferation of dendritic cells and macrophages which eventually helps in keeping the gut-brain communication and the functioning of central nervous system (CNS) under control. In old age, the altered gut microbiota diversity and weakened gut barrier integrity may perturb the microbial and biochemical environment across the intestinal epithelial cell lining via abnormal levels of SCFAs, lipopolysaccharide (LPS), secretory Immunoglobulin A (sIgA), histamins, serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine; 5-HT), etc. thereby instigating an abnormal (hyper) inflammatory responses eventually affecting (disturbing) the gut-brain communication [84, 90, 93, 103, 104, 109, 112, 124, 158].]
and found noticeable correlations between host aging and the features of the ENS; however, the results have been somewhat inconsistent and the precise mechanisms and cause-or-consequence issues remain to be deciphered completely.

For instance, a considerable decline in the numbers/function of myenteric neurons during aging has been reported [102, 103]; however, there are studies that observed no such degeneration of myenteric neurons with aging [104, 105]. Consequently, the question whether the ENS integrity/function undergoes senescence during host aging still remains debatable. Nevertheless, host-aging-related ENS-degeneration such as detection of dystrophic/degenerating nerve fibers [105, 106], altered morphology of enteric ganglia [107, 108], accumulated lipofuscin (yellow-brown pigment granules composed of lipid-containing residues of lysosomal digestion) in aged enteric neurons [108, 109], α-synuclein-immunoreactive aggregates and hyper-phosphorylated Tau [110], and increased load of reactive oxygen species in myenteric neurons [111] has been reported in many animal studies. These evidences are clear indication of a correlation between host aging and senescence-like phenotypic changes in the ENS. The magnitude, however, of such host-senescence-mediated impact on the decline/loss of enteric neuronal cells remains unclear and would undoubtedly involve quite a few underlying mechanisms. For instance, assuming that the ENS cells are highly distinct in terms of their morphological as well as functional characteristics, it is highly plausible that the susceptibility to aging-related impacts would differ greatly among different cell types. Also, since nerve cells are metabolically active, the burden of oxidative stress and free radical damage can also be speculated to be implicated directly or indirectly in the ENS-senescence [112]. Calcium dysregulation might be another underlying element in ENS-senescence, particularly given that the expression of calcium-binding proteins in the enteric nerve cells is found to be reduced in aged animals [111, 113]. Alterations in the gene expression patterns for sodium channels in the ENS cells during the process of aging has also been recently reported [114]. Nevertheless, the features as well as the magnitude of these age-related changes in the characteristics and functions of the ENS cells at cellular as well as molecular level still remain to be confirmed and elucidated completely. Indeed, further investigation of these senescence-related outcomes in the ENS is indispensable and could provide novel insights into this intricate aging-and-gut association, and hence might also open new avenues and opportunities to develop novel therapies for the amelioration of various senescence-related neurogastroenterological maladies as well as to improve the quality of life during old age.

Also, given the proximity of enteric neurons with microbes dwelling in the gastrointestinal tract, it is apparently highly plausible that ENS is associated with (or perhaps even influenced/coordinate by) the gut microbiota. For instance, it has been suggested that early exposure to gut microbes is indispensable for the postnatal development of the ENS [115]. Furthermore, the initial colonization and homeostasis of glial cells in the intestinal mucosa is also known to be regulated by the indigenous intestinal microbiota [116]. Thence, especially given that the gut microbiome undergoes substantial changes during old-age [34], it is also not surprising to envisage that enteric neurons may be more susceptible to aging-related downfall and impairments than neurons in other bodily parts [103]. This might be attributed to altered microbiota equilibrium i.e. the reduced levels of beneficial/commensals and elevated levels of opportunistic pathogens and also the consequent altered array of microbial metabolites around the gut lining [110] (Fig. 4). Such aging-related alterations in the intestinal microbiome may instigate elevated intestinal inflammation which may eventually impact enteric neurons thereby leading to loss and/or impairments in various physiological and neurochemical functions of the ENS ultimately driving the ills of aging [117, 118]. Intriguingly, it has also been demonstrated that the ENS maintains and promotes intestinal health via modulating the gut microbiota community composition and that the microbiota composition would become altered or abnormal without a functional ENS [99]. It has also been known that hosts with perturbed intestinal motility can develop gut microbial dysbiosis and intestinal pathology [118–120], clearly hinting towards a profound role for the ENS in constraining gut microbiota composition and preventing the overgrowth of bacterial lineages that could otherwise drive diseases. Even though the clear-cut mechanisms still remain largely unclear, the intricate interaction between gut microbes, intestinal epithelial cells, mucosal immune system and the enteric neurons, particularly in contexts to the gut-brain axis and neuropathies in old-age, is now an area of great research and beginning to be interpreted [99, 121, 122] (Fig. 4).
7. Aging and the intestinal barrier and permeability: Is there a link?

The intestinal barrier is the physical and functional separation between the environment and the host’s interior and hence plays a crucial role in our health and disease by regulating various physiological process such as allowing selective passage of various essential substances and permitting the uptake/digestion of nutrients, while preventing the permeation of pathogens, toxins, antigens and other pro-inflammatory substances into the human body (Figs. 3 and 4) [85, 123, 124]. This gut barrier is composed mainly of a mucinous component secreted by intestinal epithelial cells, creating an intercellular junction (including tight junctions) layer that separates the systemic compartment from the external environment (Fig. 3A). Representing the longest interphase in our body with the exterior, this intestinal epithelium (and gut barrier) is absolutely indispensable for regulating the gut homeostasis and maintaining overall host health. And hence, it is beyond doubt that any disturbance in the homeostasis of this barrier could lead to manifold harmful effects such as increased gut permeability (leaky gut), increased inflammatory triggers and outcomes, and perturbations in the intestinal and mucosal microbiota (dysbiosis), thereby instigating increased risk and incidence of various inflammatory and other gastrointestinal diseases such as irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), inflammatory bowel disease, celiac diseases, food allergies and intolerance and rheumatoid arthritis [125–133] (Fig. 3B).

Nevertheless, assuming that our gut microbiome and the ENS undergo considerable changes (gut dysbiosis) as we get older, it may also seem to be reasonable to speculate that the permeability of our intestinal barrier (leaky gut) is also increased as we age, especially given that the proneness to – and incidences of – gastrointestinal disorders is also increased during old age [131, 134] (Figs. 3 and 4). Accordingly, several studies have attempted to explore and decode this connection. Several rodent studies have reported an altered smooth muscle contractility [135] and neural innervations of the musculature of the gastrointestinal tract [136] and an increased intestinal permeability to macromolecules [137, 138] in aged animals, together indicating some sort of age-related deterioration in the functions of the gastrointestinal barrier and integrity. Such deteriorations in the intestinal barrier function, such as (a) declined functions of Paneth cells and IgA-mediated mucosal immunity and (b) increased magnitude of pro-inflammatory cytokines and epithelial tight-junctions permeability, have been speculated to be implicated in increased vulnerability to infections in elderly humans [84, 123, 131, 139, 140]. However, the precise effects of host aging on the characteristics of the gut epithelial integrity and mucus layer (or vice-versa) still remain elusive and the key factors that increase the vulnerability to gastrointestinal ailments during old age remain largely unclear. One reason for this knowledge gap may be the slow, laborious and tedious involvement in studying the senescence-effects in aged animals. In this context, development of fast-aging animal models could prove to be facilitative and hence can be expected to incite future studies to explore this subject [141]. But it has to be validated to what degree the gut permeability, enteric neuron network, mucosal environment and the intestinal microbial ecosystem in such models correspond to those in normal/natural wild-type animals. Nevertheless, despite ever-mounting understanding of the importance of gut health in many aging-related diseases, it still remains ambiguous whether and how aging actually induce the negative impact on the intestinal mucosal integrity and permeability [131, 142, 143]. In addition, a number of studies have even suggested no or insignificant association between aging and intestinal barrier integrity [144, 145]; although it has been speculated that increased low-grade inflammation during old-age might increase the susceptibility of gut barrier perturbation and infections [145, 146]. For example a recent mice study demonstrated that aging-associated gut microbial dysbiosis instigates increase in intestinal permeability which leads to the leakage of microbial products in the circulation thereby triggering systemic inflammation and eventually contributing to the inflammatory state of the aged host [147]. Another interesting study also reported gut dysbiosis leading to the translocation of live gut bacteria into the blood of aged type-2 diabetes patients, suggesting impaired gut permeability and increased predisposition to miscellaneous illnesses in such patients [126]. Nevertheless, given that an increased gut permeability can instigate numerous health complications and that the number of older people is rapidly increasing worldwide, further broader studies are awaited to answer these outstanding issues and to decipher the mechanisms underlying the triangle of gut dysbiosis, old-age and the proneness to (gut- and senescence-associated) infections.
8. Microbiome derived metabolites in aging

SCFAs (butyrate, propionate and acetate) have significant beneficial impacts on several features of the host metabolic and physiologic health such as maintaining a low luminal pH, increasing the microbial biomass, fostering the growth of beneficial bacterial population, promoting and regulating mucus production, supporting gut barrier integrity and gut homeostasis, and shaping the peripheral metabolism. Among major SCFAs play a key role as an energy source for colonic epithelium (enterocytes) thereby contributing in 5–10% of total energy required by a healthy human body [148]. In addition, absorbed butyrate, the most-studied beneficial metabolite produced by the gut microbiota, may play protective role against colorectal cancer by inhibiting histone deacetylase which may otherwise stimulate the proliferation of colorectal cancer cells [149]. Propionate makes an important contribution in liver gluconeogenesis, helps in the regulation of cholesterol synthesis, and also plays a beneficial role against the development of cancers that might metastasize in the liver [150]. Acetate also acts as a substrate for liver lipogenesis and cholesterol synthesis, helps in the regulation of colonic blood flow and may also play a preventive role against liver carcinogenesis [151].

Given that the diet, drug exposures as well as the gut microbiome composition undergoes substantial changes during aging, the intestinal metabolic environment i.e. the levels of microbial metabolites viz. SCFAs also inevitably get affected with age. It is known that as compared to young subjects, old people have lower levels of SCFAs. For instance, a reduced colonic SCFA production has been found to be correlated with a lower fiber intake and antibiotic treatment during old age [152]. In addition, a rearrangement in the intestinal carriage of butyrate-producing bacteria has been reported in centenarians [83]. Such decline in intestinal SCFAs levels (possibly because of altered diet of the aged people) may favor intestinal populations of bacteria able to degrade mucin thereby increasing the possibility of entry of pathobionts into the intestinal mucosa [83]. Therefore, the reduced SCFAs levels in old age may increase susceptibility to inflammatory diseases like Crohn’s disease and IBD. The age-related declination in SCFAs levels may also affect host immune and inflammatory health, which may eventually cause various gut-related diseases in old people. Reduced levels of butyrate have been found to be associated with a number of inflammatory intestinal diseases [4, 83, 149, 152–154]. Given that the host metabolic health deteriorates during old age, it is highly plausible that this could partly be attributed to altered intestinal SCFAs levels. For instance, reduced levels of butyrate may instigate perturbations in the gut barrier integrity thereby increasing host’s vulnerability to bacteremia and relevant illnesses [155]. Also, lower butyrate levels may impact insulin sensitivity and energy expenditure by affecting mitochondrial activity [156]. Reduced levels of propionate may also affect intestinal gluconeogenesis and gut-brain neural circuit via GPR-41 [157]. It has also been suggested that decline in SCFA-producing bacteria could modulate neuro-immune activation [158] which could underlie higher incidence of gastrointestinal perturbations linked with neurodegenerative disease including gut dysbiosis, diarrhea, constipation, obesity and diabetes [159]. In these contexts, dietary or relevant therapeutic interventions (e.g. using fiber-rich diets or indigestible-carbohydrates that promote SCFAs production through fermentation by gut bacteria) that restore/promote the microbiome in a way that the intestinal organic environment is also restored/promoted in terms of beneficial SCFAs might turn out to be effective for ameliorating the aging-related ailments, particularly those originating in the senescent gut.

9. Probiotics, prebiotics and the healthy aging: In pursuit of longevity

Owing to recent revelation of the association between aging and the intestinal microbiota, it is not surprising that the gut microbial ecosystem is receiving considerable attention as a potential target for developing novel strategies for healthier aging and wellbeing of elderly. However, the concept of manipulating gut microbiota for healthy aging can be dated back to as early as 20th century when Nobel laureate Elie Metchnikoff hypothesized that age-related illnesses are primarily the consequences of reactive phagocytes impairing healthy tissues as a response to autoantigens in the gut, and that restoring gut microflora by regularly ingesting yogurt could promote healthier aging [160]. While a causal relationship has not yet been determined, the available evidences on the associations between gut microbiota, nutrition and systemic inflammation suggest that dietary interventions for positively modulating the microbiota composition and diversity could help in promoting the healthier aging and longevity [34, 161].
context, probiotics and prebiotics might prove to be promising candidates for developing dietary interventions for promotion and maintenance of healthy gut microbiota.

Probiotics are “live microorganisms that, when administered in adequate amounts, confer a health benefit on the host”; [196]. Prebiotics are ‘non-digestible food ingredients which selectively stimulate the growth and/or activity of one or a limited number of bacteria in the colon’ [162]. Interestingly, the overall target of both, probiotics and prebiotics is similar i.e., restoring and/or maintaining the homeostasis of gut microbial ecosystem, which can be particularly crucial during old age [34, 152]. Since prebiotics are ‘favorite’ foods for probiotics, combining them as “symbiotics” for preventive as well as therapeutic health effects could be envisaged for better gut and overall health [46, 163]. Fermentation of prebiotics by probiotics, mainly bifidobacteria and lactobacilli, also increases the intestinal levels of SCFAs especially butyrate which have been shown to confer immune-modulating and anti-inflammatory effects [164]. These effects could be particularly important for elderly people, because they are already going through immune-senescence and are at increased risk of developing miscellaneous infections and illnesses [165, 166].

Most of the probiotic products are based on one or more strains of lactobacilli and bifidobacteria, whereas prebiotics are generally comprised of complex carbohydrates such as inulin, galacto-oligosaccharides, fructo-oligosaccharides and others [167]. Thus, it is not surprising that probiotics and prebiotics are observed to increase the numbers of bifidobacteria and lactobacilli in the intestine, thereby positively modifying the gut microbiota composition in elderly [168, 169, 170] and eventually to some extent aiding in the prevention of senescence-related diseases such as C. difficile-associated diarrhea, constipation, and common respiratory and gastrointestinal infections [171–174]. These preventative effects against the risk of infections have also been attributed partly to the immune-modulatory and anti-inflammatory activities of probiotics, for e.g., increased NK (natural killer) cell activity, increased phagocytosis, which may underlie the amelioration of immune-aging [165, 175–177]. However, as reviewed elegantly by Duncan and Flint [178], the available body of evidence is still too limited and inconsistent to interpret any substantial conclusion about the efficacy and working mechanisms of probiotics and prebiotics in the prevention of old-age related illnesses and immune-senescence. Nevertheless, it has been hypothesized that probiotic strains isolated from healthy elderly subjects or centenarians could be potential candidates for developing probiotic-based therapies intended for healthier aging [179–181]. Thus, studies are expected in future to elucidate the ameliorative effects and underlying mechanisms of such probiotic strains in the elderly.

In line with probiotics, many prebiotics have also been explored in human studies, mainly in context to their positive effects on the modification of human gut microbiota, i.e. promoting beneficial microbes and suppressing harmful bugs [167, 178, 182]. However, studies in elderly subjects have focused mainly on inulin and oligosaccharides [183, 184]. Besides modifying the gut microbiota, prebiotics have also been observed to have anti-inflammatory effect and positively modulate the immune system in elderly people [164]. These effects have also been speculated to aid in relieving the symptoms of irritable bowel syndrome [185]. Besides oligosaccharides, several other prebiotic compounds such as resistant starch, maize fiber, and polydextrose have also been found to positively modulate the gut microbiota and increase SCFA concentrations [186–188]. Interestingly, animal studies have also hinted at possible preventive effects of prebiotics such as resistant starch against colon cancer [189]. While these effects are not yet fully established and translated through to the real-world situations, these preliminary observations do hint towards their possible potential in improving the gut environment and lowering the incidences of senescent illnesses [178]. Nevertheless, owing to the facts that (a) the gut microbiota and intestinal environment significantly varies between individuals, (b) the effects of probiotics are highly strain-specific and host-specific, (c) the effects of prebiotics on microbiota composition are compound-specific and host-specific, it is exceedingly challenging to elucidate and validate the precise health effects and underlying mechanisms, and hence a lot more research is still awaited to substantiate the beneficial effects of probiotics and prebiotics in healthy as well as in diseased subjects.

While the research on exploring microbiota-based preventive or therapeutic interventions has focus hitherto mainly on probiotic and prebiotics, a novel approach called fecal microbiome transplantation (FMT) has gained considerable attention in recent years. In essence, FMT is the transfer of a small aliquot of healthy donor’s feces into the intestinal tract of recipient or the patient. In fact, this approach
has already shown promising results against recurrent 
*C. difficile* colitis, particularly in restoring the intestinal homeostasis and preventing the recurrence of *C. difficile* infection [5, 190–192]. While research is still in infancy regarding the safety, efficacy and validity of FMT, there are positive speculations regarding its potential use in other gut-related ailments i.e. inflammatory bowel disease, irritable bowel syndrome, obesity, type 2 diabetes, metabolic syndrome and colorectal cancer [190, 193–195]. Of course, one of the main challenges would be the standardization of the technique so as to rule out any possible risk of infection. But considering the available evidences and speculations, a day may be envisaged in future when a standardized cocktail of healthy bugs obtained from healthy centenarians’ feces would be available to be used for promoting healthy aging and longevity of the elderly. Nevertheless, future studies are awaited to evaluate and validate the ultimate efficacy of this approach while diminishing as much as possible the likelihood of side-effects.

10. Conclusion and future perspectives

Thanks to the revolutionary advent of high-throughput sequencing and metagenomic tools, we are now beginning to reveal the ‘healthy’ or ‘ideal’ gut microbiota configuration and understand the complexities and functionalities of gut microbes in health and disease. Considering the remarkably enthusiastic pace with which research on the elements of gut microbiota is speeding on, it can be anticipated that we will soon be able to know ‘which’ gut microbe is doing ‘what’ and ‘why’ and ‘how’. And then, we will possibly be able to predict the risk of developing gut dysbiosis and related illnesses much before it happens and timely repair the microbiota to ensure a resilient and healthy microbiota for healthy aging. However, still there are several outstanding questions about the gut microbiome and aging i.e. (i) is aging a disease? (ii) if so, is gut dysbiosis an underlying pathophysiological factor or just a consequence of senescence? (iii) Can we delay aging by microbiome modulation? if so, then how and at what stage do we consider modulating the microbiota? (iv) can gut-targeted therapies such as probiotics and prebiotics help in ameliorating aging? (v) is declined cognitive function in old age instigated by or linked with the dysbiosis of gut microbiota, gut barrier integrity, ENS, or the gut-brain axis? and, (vi) can (and how) nutritional modifications aid in improving aging-related health issues? Indeed, given the mounting evidence that the gut microbiome plays a fundamental role in numerous aspects of our health and disease, it can be easily envisioned that novel personalized nutritional and therapeutic approaches targeting the intestinal microbiota such as probiotics, prebiotics, nutraceuticals, functional foods, and fecal microbiota transplantation may offer potential avenues for better health and wellbeing with a particular relevance for our senior comrades. Owing to the fact that an aging population is now a general characteristic of not only developed but also many developing countries and entails significant healthcare resources, developing novel and effective strategies for promotion and maintenance of healthier microbiota can be expected to be valuable not only for healthier and happier aging but for national economic systems as well.
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